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ABSTRACT
David L. McCullough Effect of Parenting Style and Supervision on
Adolescent Risky Behavior and Academic
Achievement
1995
Dr. John Klanderman
Masters in School Psychology, Rowan College
The purpose of this study was to investigate whether correlations
existed between parenting style, degree of supervision, risky behavior (substance
use) and academic achievement. Subjects' responses were also summarized to
develop a profile of the population's behaviors and attitudes.
The study was based on 57 high school seniors' responses to a 95-
item questionnaire which they voluntarily completed during their home economics
class at Woodstown High School in southern New Jersey.
Relationships were analyzed by applying the chi square test for
independence using the critical value of alpha at .05. The results of this analysis
indicated that the hypothesized relationships approached but did not reach
significance. A positive relationship between parenting style and substance use
and between degree of supervision and substance use was found at the critical
value of alpha at A10.
MINI ABSTRACT
David L. McCullough Effect of Parenting Style and Supervision on
Adolescent Risky Behavior and Academic
Achievement
1995
Dr. John Klanderman
Masters in School Psychology, Rowan College
Relationships between parenting style, degree of supervision, risky
behavior and academic achievement were investigated. Applying the chi-square
test for independence (critical value of alpha - .05) indicated that the
hypothesized relationships approached but did not reach significance; several of
the hypothesized relationships were demonstrated at the critical value of alpha at
.10.
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APPENDIX A
CHAPTER ONE - THE PROBLEM
NEED FOR THE STUDY:
When the bell rings at the end of the school day, many of today's
adolescents find themselves faced with several hours during which they will be
free from adult supervision until their parent(s) return home from work Today's
prevalence of working mothers, single parent families and tendency for
detachment from the extended family have resulted in an ever-growing number of
"latchkey" children, especially among the adolescent age group.
At the same time, society is witnessing an escalation of violence,
substance abuse and anti-social behavior among adolescents, all of which have
contributed to increasing mortality rates among this age group. Recent studies
have indicated a positive correlation between certain parenting behaviors and an
adolescent's vulnerability to peer pressure and likelihood of engaging in behavior
which puts him/her at risk. The after school time period has been shown to be a
part of the day when adolescents are likely to engage in risky behaviors, and the
care arrangements that parents employ (or the lack thereof) are an observable
indication of their parenting style. Without implying any direct cause and effect
between the amount of time spent unsupervised and an adolescent's behavior, it is
2important to recognize the potential for relationships in order to provide parents
and educators with information which can be applied to developing strategies for
the care of adolescents which will decrease the likelihood of their engaging in
risky behavior.
PURPOSE OF THE STUDY:
While a great deal of resources have been devoted to studying the
effects of various day care arrangements on pre school children, virtually no
attention has been given to investigating, no less meeting, the needs of older
children for supervision during after-school hours. While self-care is not in many
cases the preferred type of care, parental choices are limited by availability,
accessibility and affordability of alternatives. Ultimately, adolescent care is an
individual parental decision; in order for families, as well as society as a whole, to
devote their energies to providing supervision to adolescents, empirical data must
be generated which establishes a genuine need for such monitoring and
substantiates the effectiveness of various intervention strategies. The ultimate
goals of research in this field should therefore be the identification of adolescents
who may be vulnerable when unsupervised, the recognition of situational factors
and parenting styles which facilitate risky behavior and the development of
strategies which can be implemented in the real world to protect individuals who
are at risk.
3HYPOTHESIS:
A positive correlation exists between the degree and style of
parental supervision of adolescents, particularly during the after-school time
period, and (1) the likelihood of their engaging in risky or problem behaviors and
(2) the level of their academic achievement.
THEORY IN SUPPORT OF HYPOTHESIS:
Parenting behaviors have been shown to be significant precursors to
adolescent risky or anti-social behavior and vulnerability to peer pressure. An
inverse relationship is thought to exist between adolescents' degree of parental
bonding and the degree uf bonding with peers. It is postulated that stronger peer
bonding will increase the likelihood of adolescent risky behavior, while close
parental bonds, authoritative and authoritarian parenting styles and close parental
monitoring will decrease the likelihood of risky behavior. The degree of parental
monitoring which is predictive of adolescent behavior is not necessarily the
physical presence of an adult supervisor but rather is the parental knowledge of
their adolescent's whereabouts and the structuring of their activities. Risky
behavior has a demonstated correlation with lower academic achievement.
There is a tendency for adolescent behaviors to persist into adulthood.
4DEFINITIONS:
"RISKY BEHAVIORS" will be considered to include cigarette,
alcohol, marijuana and cocaine usage. Subjects' reports of current usage (during
the past thirty days) will be used for purposes of analysis. (The subject population
was not surveyed on other factors of risky behavior, such as the use of "hard"
drugs, like heroin, and unprotected sexual activity at the request of the principal
and teachers involved in administering the questionnaire.)
"PARENTING STYLE" will be classified in one of four categories:
Authoritarian (parents make all decisions), Authoritative (joint decision making
by parents and child, but parents have the final say), Permissive (adolescent has
greater influence over decisions than the parents), and Unengaged (the
adolescent makes all decisions). The determination of parenting style will involve
a somewhat subjective determination by the researcher since this categorization
will take into consideration the subjects' responses to numerous questions about
their relationships with their parent(s),
"SELF CARE" refers to no direct adult supervisory presence.
Children in the care of a sibling will also be considered to be in "self-care."
"HANGING OUT" refers specifically to a situation in which the
adolescent is socializing with friends outside of their homes and with no adult
supervision whatsoever.
5ASSUMPTIONS:
Since risky behaviors have been shown to cluster, no
judgments will be made regarding the relative riskiness of the individual behaviors
defined above as "risky."
The perceived level of parental control over the subject's
decision making and behavior will be considered reflective of their parenting style.
The level of supervision will be reflected by the number of
hours the subject spends "hanging out"
Risky behavior is on the increase and has negative effects
both on individuals and on society as a whole.
Students in the twelfth-grade will be analyzed equally
although it is recognized that there may be differences in the ages of the
individual students comprising the sample.
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY:
The study will be conducted by analyzing subject responses to a
95-item forced choice and fill-in-the-blank questionnaire. The data gathered will
therefore be strictly in format which is, by its very nature, subjective and offers
virtually no means of corroboration. There could be a tendency on the part of
adolescents to exaggerate their risky behavior in order to seem more "mature," or,
in the alternative, the possibility of a socially desirable response bias must be
acknowledged, especially since the questionnaire is being administered in the
6classroom setting. The study will focus exclusively on the subjects perception of
the factors being surveyed and will necessarily be impacted upon by the
individual's unique personality,
There is great variance among individuals of the same age in terms
of their maturity, innate abilities, sense of responsibility and self-control. It
should be stressed that consideration must be given to each adolescent's individual
situation in applying and interpreting the results of the research; this study will
seek correlations and an effort must be made to avoid generalizations. The larger
the population studied, the more useful the results will be. The subjects of this
study will be limited to twelfth-grade students enrolled in Woodstown High School
in southern New Jersey. Since the demographics of this area reflect a
predominantly middle class, rural/suburban population, the results may not
necessarily be applicable to subjects from urban or more ethnically diverse
locales.
OVERVIEW:
This thesis study will replicate in large measure the study conducted
by Dr. Jean L. Richardson et al. (1993) reported upon in "Relationship Between
After-School Care of Adolescents and Substance Use, Risk Taking, Depressed
Mood and Academic Achievement," Pediatrics, 92, pp. 32-38. Subjects will be
twelfth grade students who will respond to a questionnaire based on Richardson's
7but expanded to include further inquiries about situational factors which have
been postulated to have an effect on adolescent behavior.
8CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
SELF-CARE HISTORICALLY AND) IN TODAY'S SOCIETY;
The most notable characteristic of published research examining the
relationship between adolescents' behavior and their after-school activities is its
relative obscurity. To some extent, this is attributable to the fact that the problem
itself is a result of somewhat recent societal changes. In past generations,
children would typically be cared for after-school by their mothers; in traditional
economies, teens would likely have chores they were responsible to complete after
school. The adolescent's choices of possible activities have been greatly
expanded by modern transportation and technology. Society is dramatically
different--more mothers are working outside the home than ever before, while at
the same time, teens enjoy more leisure time and bear fewer responsibilities than
ever before. The "role" which the adolescent is expected to play in society is no
longer clearly defined. (Richardson et al. 1989). It has been estimated that there
are as many as 10 Million children in self-care after school (Zylke, 1988); a
9majority of these are in the adolescent age group. (Richardson, Radziszewski,
Dent and Flay, 1993). In her 1991 study of after school care practices among
Baltimore public school students, Fosarelli concluded that 41.2% of children aged
12-14 were in their own care after school. Many researchers expressed
skepticism about self-care statistics based on parental reports; as noted by
Fosarelli parents are likely underreport self-care and therefore these statistics are
"at best, real and at worst on the (very) low side." (Fosarelli, 1991). The sheer
number of persons potentially affected by these issues testifies to the importance
of research in this field.
DOES LACK OF SUPERVISION HAVE AN ADVERSE EFFECT?
Perhaps the most challenging obstacle to the proposition that
adolescents can benefit from greater degrees of supervision is the fact that many
parents, and even some researchers, are of the belief that allowing teens to care
for themselves is simply a natural progression toward autonomy, that such
increasing responsibility is necessary to prepare the child for impending
adulthood. (Williams & Fosarelli, 1987; Richardson et al. 1989). Some of the
early research in this area actually provided empirical support for this viewpoint.
During the 1980's, several studies examining the issue concluded that there were
no differences in social or academic skills between children in self care after
school compared to those supervised by an adult at home. (Zylke, 1988). As noted
by Zylke, these early studies which found no detrimental effects of self care were
10
seriously flawed by the small number of children studied and. the limited numbers
of dependent measures. (Zylke, 1988).
Some researchers hypothesized that behavior problems and conflicts
with parents were a normal and inherent part of adolescence, a time of
experimentation, risk-taking, recklessness and rebellion. "Experimentation with
alcohol and other drugs is so common among today's young people that it is often
considered normative." (Steinberg, Fletcher and Darling, 1994). While the
adolescent years are a time of developmental and/or role transitions during which
increasing self-care is to be expected, adult monitoring of activities at this age may
be an important deterrent to deviance and drug use. (Richardson et al. 1989).
RESEARCH INDICATES A CORRELATION BETWEEN LACK OF
SUPERVISION AND SUBSTANCE USE, POOR ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE
AND DEPRESSION:
Despite the early research which did not indicate any negative
effects as a result of self-care, recent studies with larger populations have found
significant indications that certain after-school care arrangements are correlated
with such behavior problems as substance use, risky behavior, depression and poor
academic performance. In their 1989 study of 4,932 eighth graders and 2,185 of
their parents, Richardson et al. found that children spending 11 hours per week in
self-care were twice as likely to use alcohol, tobacco and marijuana as children
who were always cared for by an adult. These results held up among all levels of
11
sociodemographic status, extracurricular activities, sources of social influence and
stress.
The concept that adolescents need supervision today more than ever
before is not difficult to accept when consideration is given to what their world is
like and how their teenage years differ from those experienced by previous
generations. Adolescents are the only age group among which death rates have
increased in the past twenty years. (Klein et al., 1993). These gloomy mortality
statistics are attributable at least in adolescents' increasing interpersonal violence,
drug and alcohol abuse and suicide. Research has also demonstrated a significant
likelihood that risky behaviors initiated during adolescence will continue into
adulthood (Klein et al. 1993), undermining the contention that experimentation is
a "natural" part of growing up which will be outgrown even without intervention.
Statistical data also supports the contention that the after school hours (when
adolescents are in many cases unsnpervised, whether by necessity, choice or
indifference), are a time during which adolescents are particularly vulnerable to
situations which put them at risk. Automobile accidents involving adolescent
drivers were found to cluster immediately after school (Alexander, Kallail, Burdal
and Ege, 1990) 1 A study of accidental injuries to adolescents found that 75.4% of
such accidents took place in the after school hours (Attais, Tal, Winter and Jaffe,
Automobile crash injuries are the leading health problem for teenagers,
accounting for 40% of all deaths among people aged 16-19) according to the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety (November, 1994).
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1982), The after-school time period was also found to be a common time for
adolescent suicide attempts (Garfinkel, Froese and Hood, 1982).
While admittedly not of the serious magnitude of the preceding
adolescents also reported watching an enormous amount of television during this
time period. In a 1993 study, Klein et aL surveyed 2760 14- to 16-year-olds and
found that they reported watching an average of 40 hours per week of television,
or nearly six hours per day. While at first glance this may seem an insignifcant
observation, Klein found a positive correlation between not only the amount but
also the type of television watched and the degree of adolescents' risky behavior.
(Klein et al., 1993). Placing limitations on adolescent's media consumption is
therefore one method of supervision which parents might employ in order reduce
an individual's likelihood of engaging in risky or problem behaviors.
PARENTNG STYLE'S EFFECT ON ADOLESCENT RISKY BEHAVIOR:
Expanding upon her 1989 research, Richardson undertook another
ambitious sampling of 3,993 ninth graders; her 1993 research examined not only
whether an adult was physically present to care for children after school but also
gave consideration to the effect of parenting style and monitoring techniques on
adolescent behavior, Richardson studied the subjects' cigarette, alcohol and
marijuana use as well as depressed mood and poor academic achievement and
their correlation with after-school activities and parenting style, The 1993 study
echoed the findings of the 1989 research-adolescents who were unsupervised after
13
school had significantly greater problem behavior than those who were supervised
by an adult. Interestingly, there were no significant differences found between
those who were unsupervised if their parents always knew of their child's
whereabouts and activities. Children whose parents never knew of their
whereabouts reported the greatest number of problems (Richardson et al., 1993).
Ricbardson further reported that a correlation was found between those parents
who did not know their children's whereabouts and a tendency to employ an
"nnengaged" parenting style. Authoritative parenting styles were found to be
correlated with the lowest incidence of adolescent risky behavior. (Richardson et
al., 1993). Richardson theorized that weakened parental bonding and low
self-esteem may lead adolescents to seek the acceptance of deviant peer groups,
increasing the likelihood of risk-taking, substance use and poorer grades.
(Richardson et al., 1993).
Richardson's findings were supported and expanded upon in
Steinberg, et al.'s 1994 longitudinal study of 6,500 adolescents. Steinberg et al.
also found an inverse relationship between the degree of parental monitoring and
an adolescent's tendency to use substances. Poorly monitored adolescents were
also more likely to form bonds with substance using peers. Like Richardson,
Steinberg et al. found that an authoritative parenting style could insulate
adolescents from a wide array of misbehavior, including drug use. (Steinberg et
al. 1994).
14
Both Steinberg et a], and Richardson et al. examined differences
between boys and girls in relation to self-care practices, parenting style and risky
behavior and concluded that lack of supervision was more detrimental for girls.
Richardson reported that girls were less likely than boys to engage in risky
behavior when supervised; however, as the degree of supervision decreased, girls
were increasingly likely to have such problems. Richardson attributes this to the
fact that girls are traditionally more protected than boys and when girls do not
receive the expected level of monitoring they may feel they are cared for less than
expected. (Richardson et al., 1993). Steinberg et al. noted that girls were more
responsive to increased supervision than were their male counterparts, who
showed a tendency to move "toward their peers to substance use regardless of how
vigilantly their parents monitor them." (Steinberg et al., 1994).
ADOLESCENT PROBLEM BEHAVIORS COVARY:
Another theory widely explored in research concerned with
adolescent problem behaviors is the tendency for "risky" or "problem" behaviors
to covary, leading many researchers to conclude that such problems have common
causes and actually comprise a "problem behavior syndrome." (Richardson et al.,
1993). lessor et aL first reported that persons engaging in one problem behavior
2 Various activities which have been designated "problem" or "risky"
behaviors for the purposes of such research include: use of cigarettes, drugs and alcohol,
unprotected sexual activity, delinquency, poor academic achievement, and depressed
mood.
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demonstrated a tendency to engage in others, (McAnarney, 1990). Interestingly,
in another study, Jessor et al. also found indications that good behaviors cluster,
as well; they found junior high students who abstained from alcohol were likely to
have higher achievement values, better relationships with their parents, and not
associate with substance-using peers. The concept that problem behaviors cluster
has been widely supported by the research; however, few studies other than
Richardson's have examined the interrelation between these behaviors and
after-school activities of adolescents, The potential implications for practical
applications of such research render it worthy of further inquiry.
INDIVIDUAL VARIANCE OF VULNERABILITY & PRACTICAL
APPLICATIONS:
Each individual's situation must also be given consideration in
attempting to apply this research; while correlations are being sought, efforts must
also be made to avoid generalizations. There is great variance among individuals
of the same age in terms of their maturity, sense of responsibility and self-control
and therefore a designated appropriate age for self-care cannot be posited S
(Fosarelli, 1991).
An interesting survey was conducted by Kelly, et al. in 1986 in which
pediatricians, military police and parents were asked their opinions about appropriate
ages for various degrees of self-care. These researchers found that respondents indicated
that children could be left alone for periods of one hour or longer at the mean age of 12.
(Kelly et a., 1986).
16
As McAnarney noted,
... a resilient adolescent who is unsupervised at
home may attend to homework and
responsibilities and may not be vulnerable to
outside influences. Another youngster in the
same circumstance may not be able to tolerate
being home alone, may become depressed, and
may either consciously or unconsciously seek
risky means of assuaging the painful effects of
being alone. (McAnarney, 1993).
The ultimate goals of research in this field should therefore be the identification
of adolescents who are vulnerable when unsupervised, the recognition of
situational factors which facilitate risky behavior and the development of
intervention strategies which can be implemented in the real world to the
betterment of individuals who are at risk.
17
CHIAPTER THREE
DESIGN & MEASUREMENTS
SAMPLE:
The subjects for this study were fifty-seven (57) high school seniors
who volunteered to participate by completing a questionnaire during their home
economics class at Woodstown High School, Woodstown, New Jersey.
Respondents whose questionnaires were incomplete were eliminated from
analysis. The sample was comprised of students ranging in age from 16 to 20,
with an average age of 17.8 years. The age distribution of the sample was as
follows: two 16 year-olds, twenty 17 year-olds, twenty seven 18 year-olds, seven 19
year-olds and one 20 year-old. Age was measured as of the date the test was
administered and was rounded off to whole numbers. Among the 57 participants,
48 were white (842%), 7 were black/African American (12.3% and 2 were other
(3.5%). There were no participants who described themselves as Latino, Middle
Eastern or Asian.
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PROCEDURE:
Potential subjects were approached and asked if they would
volunteer to complete a questionnaire developed by a Master's student in
connection with his Thesis research regarding teenage behavior. The
questionnaires were explained and administered by the students' teachers rather
than the researcher (at the request of the school principal.) Students were
instructed to complete their questionnaire completely, accurately and honestly,
Potential subjects were guaranteed that their participation was completely
voluntary and all responses would be kept strictly confidential. The questionnaire
was administered during one class period; allowing five minutes for the teachers'
introductory statements and instructions, the students had approximately 40
minutes to complete the questionnaire.
THE QUESTIONNAIRE:
The survey administered was based in large measure on a
questionnaire developed by Dr. Jean Richardson of the University of Southern
California. Dr. Richardson's original survey was administered to individuals who
had dropped out of high school and, therefore, questions specifically related to
that subject matter were eliminated. In addition, Dr. Richardson's survey was
edited (at the request of the participating teachers and principal) to eliminate
references to "hard" drugs, such as heroin. The questionnaire consisted of 95
questions and included a combination of forced choice items and fill-in-the-blank
19
responses. Subjects were surveyed on a wide variety of individual and family
behaviors, including substance use, parenting style, performance, media use, future
plans, demographics and emotional issues. Full text of questionnaire is attached
as Appendix A.
MEASURES AND ANALYSIS:
The results of the administered questionnaire will be evaluated from
two perspectives: averages and ranges of responses to particular items will be
generated in order to create a profile of the behaviors being engaged in by the
subject population and, secondly, the data will be analyzed in order to determine
whether a positive correlation exists between the degree and style of parental
supervision and the adolescents' risky behavior (i.e., substance use) and academic
achievement.
TESTABLE HYPOTHESES:
The collected data will be analyzed using the chi-square test for
independence; the following hypotheses will be tested:
HYPOTHESIS #1: Is there a positive correlation between
parenting style and academic achievement?
HYPOTHESIS i2: Is there a positive correlation between
substance use and time spent "hanging out?"
HYPOTHESIS #3: Is there a positive correlation between
parenting style and "hanging out?"
HYPOTHESIS #4: Is there a positive correlation between
parenting style and substance use?
20
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
PROFILE OF SUBJECT POPULATION'S BEHAVIORS AND ATTITUDES:
As stated above, the subjects for this study were fifty seven (57)
individuals ranging in age from 16 to 20; all were in the twelfth grade. The
questionnaire posed numerous inquiries about the respondents' family structure
and relationships. Forty three of the fifty-seven subjects reported living with both
parents (75.4%), thirteen lived only with their mother (22.8%), One individual
lived with her fiance's parents (1.8%). Interestingly, there were no subjects who
reported a single-parent family headed by their father. The questionnaire also
sought the subjects' perception of the degree of control their parent(s) had over
their actions and their decision making; based on the subjects' responses, they
were categorized for the purposes of the analysis of data which follows, as having
either Authoritarian, Authoritative, Permissive or Unengaged parent(s). Of the
fifty-seven subjects, 63.2% perceived their parent(s) as Authoritative (n=36),
21.2% fell into the Authoritarian category (n-12), 8.7% were Permissive (n=5)
22
and 7% of the respondents described an Unengaged parenting style (n=4).
Subjects were asked about interpersonal violence among their family members;
31.6% reported that their family members sometimes or often hit one another.
Since Richardson's 1993 study indicated that those with weak
parental bonding and strong peer bonding were more likely to use substances,
subjects were also asked whether it was more important to them to have a good
relationship with their parent(s) or with their friends. The parental relationship
was more important to 42.1%, while having good friends was a higher priority to
36.8% of the respondents, Although the questionnaire instructed the subjects to
pick one Or the other of these responses, 21.1% of the subjects nevertheless wrote
in a response indicating that these two factors were of equal importance to them.
Since research has indicated a connection between risky behavior
and the amount and type of television watched, subjects were also questioned on
this topic. This population reported watching an average of 324 hours of
television programming per day, much lower than the 6 hours per day reported by
Klein, et al. (1993). Interestingly, only one of the fifty-seven respondents reported
watching no television at all. 84% of the subjects reported that their parents
never place any restrictions either On the type Or the amount of television that
they watch.
The vast majority (80.7%) of the subjects reported working at a
parr-time or full-time job during the school year. Despite this employment
experience, over one-fifth of the students (21.05%) responded that they had no
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idea what kind of a job they might like to have as adults, even though at the time
this survey was completed these individuals were only about one month away from
their high school graduation.
Subjects were questioned about the grades they usually received in
school. Since the questionnaire was administered in an elective home economics
class described by the teachers as being comprised of "college prep" students, it
was not surprising that the grades reported were fairly high: 47.4% reported
earning A's and B's, 36.9% reported B's and Cs, 14% earned C's and D's and
only one student (1.7%) reported D's and F's. The subjects' self-reported grades
will be considered representative of "academic achievement" in the analysis which
follows.
As a measure of the degree to which the subjects were
unsupervised by adults, the number hours spent "hanging out" C'socializing with
friends," not in each other's homes) will be used as the measure of self-care in the
discussion that follows. This particular element of self care was selected since it
represents the time during which the subjects are the least supervised.
Richardson (1993) reported that adolescents were at greater risk than those who
were in some way supervised by an adult As the measure of risky behavior, the
subjects' responses to questions about their use of cigarettes, alcohol, marijuana
and cocaine over the past 30 days will be used to categorize each individual as a
non-user, a low user, a moderate user or a heavy user. Since prior research has
demonstrated a tendency for the use of substances to covary or duster, in
24
analyzing the data each particular substance was not considered independently.
Of the fifty seven respondents to the questionnaire, 25 had used cigarettes
(43,9%) 27 had used alcohol (47.4%), 12 had used marijuana (21.1%) and 4 had
used cocaine (7.0%); 22 of the 57 (38.6%) bad not used any substances at all in
the past thirty days. 5.3% of the subjects (n-3) had used all four of the
substances in the past month.
Subjects were also questioned about their ability to obtain alcohol,
marijuana or cocaine; cigarettes were excluded from this analysis, since many of
the subjects are old enough to buy cigarettes. The drinking age in New Jersey is
21, so ability to obtain alcohol was included. The responses to these questions
indicated that 91,2% could easily obtain alcohol within twenty four hours if they
wanted to, 75.4% could easily obtain marijuana, and 52.6% replied it would be
easy for them to get cocaine. These statistics provide an insight onto the
prevalence of these substances in these adolescents' culture.
RESULTS;
The data gathered from students (n-57) was correlated using the
chi square test for independence. The critical value for alpha was determined at
the .05 level. Parenting style in relation to substance use came closest to
approaching significance at the critical region of 16.92; the x2 was 16.0038. The
critical value of alpha at .05 = 21.03 for substance use in relation to hanging out.
The relationship between parenting style and hanging out had a critical value for
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xZ at 21,03, with the calculated x: at 17,2433. Grades in relation to parenting style
showed the least degree of correlation: the critical value for x being 16.92 and
the calculated x = 102973. If alpha of .10 is applied to this data, parenting
style/substance use and substance use/hanging out comparisons reject the null
hypotbesis and a positive correlation is shown to exist. See Table 1 below.
TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF RESUITS;
At alpha = .05, the analysis of the collected data fail to reject the
null hypotheses. However, at alpha - .10, a positive correlation was shown to
exist between parenting style and substance use, as well as between hanging out
and substance use. A comparison of parenting style and hanging out approached
significance at the .10 level. No correlation was demonstrated between parenting
style and grades.
CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTION
PROPORTION IN CRITICAL REGION
HYPOTHESES df= alpha alpha
Variables Compared =.10 =.05 (actual
results)
#1 Parenting Style 9 14.68 16.92 10.2973
Academic Achievement
#2 Substance Use 12 1855 21.03 19.4506
Hanging Out
#3 Hanging Out 12 18.55 21.03 17.2433
J__ ~Parenting Style
#4 Parenting Style 9 14,68 16.92 16.0038
Substance Use
26
CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
SUMMARY:
The purpose of this study was to discuss the relationship between
parenting styles, degree of supervision, parenting styles, substance use and
academic achievement. The information was gathered from responses to a slightly
modified version of Dr. Jean Richardson's Feeling Fine survey. The survey was
administered to fifty-seven high school students from Woodstown High School.
The students were all enrolled in home economics. The chi square test for
independence was used to gauge whether there was a relationship between the
four variables. The alpha level selected was at the .05 level,
CONCLUSIONS:
At alpha = .05, the analysis of the collected data fails to reject the
four null hypotheses. However, at alpha - ,10, a positive correlation was shown
to exst between parenting style and substance use, as well as between hanging out
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and substance use. Hypotheses #2 and #4 were therefore supported by an
analysis of the data with a critical value of alpha = .10. A comparison of
parenting style and substance use approached, but did not reach, significance at
the .10 level. No correlation was demonstrated between parenting style and
grades. Chi-square analyses of the data using alpha - .05 and .10 fail to reject
the null hypothesis for Hypotheses #1 and #3.
LIMITATIONS OF THE PRESENT STUDY:
The small sample size utilized in the present study obviously limits
its significance; however, since positive correlations were demonstrated in two of
the four hypotheses tested, despite the small sample size, it is reasonable to
conclude that the theories postulated about a positive correlation between
parenting style/substance use and hanging out/substance use are well-founded
and worthy of further investigation.
The present study could also be improved upon by broadening not
only the number but the variety of adolescents surveyed. The subjects for this
study were too homogeneous of a population (all college prep students, all from
the same town, all enrolled in the same class) and are probably not representative
of the general population of high school seniors.
In addition, measures could be implemented to attempt to verify or
corroborate the subjects' responses to various measures; for example, actual
grades could be compared to reported grades to determine whether the subjects'
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self-reports are accurate. Another possibility for future research would be to
administer a similar questionnaire outside of the school setting in an effort to
eliminate the possibility of a socially acceptable response bias or a tendency not
to be completely honest about such sensitive issues as drug use for fear of
confidentiality not being maintained. This questionnaire was administered to the
subjects by their teachers without the researcher present at the request of the
school principal; the subjects may have felt more confident that their responses
would remain anonymous and confidential if the researcher, who they did not
know at all, administered and collected the completed questionnaires.
In evaluating the data, the researcher was forced to make a
subjective determination in order to categorize each subject's responses into one
of the four parenting styles. This was difficult to do based on the present
questionnaire, and therefore the questionnaire apparently needs to be expanded
in this regard. A useful approach might be to administer questionnaires both to
the adolescent and to their parent(s). This would not only allow the study to
make a parenting style determination which takes both perspectives into account,
but it would also provide a means of verifying the accuracy of the adolescents'
self-reports. Another problem which arose in connection with making the
parenting style determination was the fact that in certain instances there was a
discrepancy between the subject's reports about their mother's parenting style
versus their father's parenting style. In order to maintain consistency, for the
purposes of this study, when there was a discrepancy between the mother's and
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the father's style, the mother's style was used, since mothers are traditionally the
primary caregivers.
FUTURE IMPLICATIONS:
Since a positive correlation was demonstrated to exist between
parenting style and substance use and hanging out and substance use, it can be
inferred that increased parental supervision and implementation of authoritative
parenting styles are two practices which may reduce the likelihood of adolescents'
substance use. Given the escalating use of substances by children and the obvious
negative impact on both individuals and society as a whole, further research in
this field seems needed, relevant and worthwhile.
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APPENDIX A
Your AJe:
1. Who do you live with?
C both parents (or Btepparvet)
] only with rothr O~ Stepothee
wnly with fathe r Or- stepthe
dnm timm s with imthier (itepoiotle) nd somEtimes xwith father (stepfather)
either adnlt famly (grpadpats, auot, muncl, i ale
b with Friends or siblngs dose to my age
I lve alone
3 I mowe urouw d a klt aod live with several different eople
m3 inr -d ve with pAufse
2. How rmny people (conting yomursel} le in your houselaparbueat?
______ { (Eater Number)
3. Wat is the highest grade in schol your:
Father Mother
cowpleted cvmuileted
b n lth. grade orless
1 ] Snmne igh school
O l Graduated from high schboo
[l Vocational or BEunsa school
3 C Smewnllege
o E Graduaed fmnit coaffe
l i Attended grndute or professional school
4. Choose ihe category which best desbes you? (If two catgories apply, pleae check "other")
b BElack/Afncan-Amercau
b White
D2 Laino
b Middle-Easter
3 Asian
3 Other
5. How long bave you lived in yOwr regnt ni^hhabhoodd?
n les than one year
E 1 or 2 years
b 3 or 4 yearo
b 5-10 years
11-15 years
o more tmnn 15 )
6. Home many times in the last five years have you moved to a differnt house or aparbneut?
___ ( nter iumber)
Part or
alm of
Nona c
7. How may ciarettE have you smoked m
your wvile life?
21 5 20 21-40 41-100 than 100
'Xs. aS. L cazs. des. ds.
a 0 7 7r n c
If you mswered NOIhT
SKIP to Quioton 11,
3, How many igaretes have yon smoked in
the past month (30 days)?
9. HOn0w imoy eirmmt hae you smoked i
sfei last wek (7 daCy?)n
10. How many cgarettes bhae yr smoked in
the past 24 hours?
[ m 0 0O m C C
0 0 [ 10 E a0
0[ O D 0 D D
1 Aohtl Drinh = 1 Ber = 1 Glass of Wim=e 1 Straight or Mixed Drink of Uiuor
11. How many driks of akaiol have you had
m your wbuhe Rfe?
Part
or al 2-4 -10
ne 1 Dri drink dik
b b C b
More
WI-20 21-40 th4n 40
dailk dinl drinks
D a a
If you awere NONE, SKIP to QOuestio 19.
12. Boww mmy drinks of fltohdl hAve (lu had
i the past unth (30 days)?
1L. EuHow mady drinks of olcohol have you had
ia the last week (7 day)?
J L Li I DC D
0 3 D 0 0D 0
14. When you drink alcohol, how many driks do you huary hv¢ azt On time?
D
[]
a
D
El
D
E
I don't drink oCoholl
pan or all of one drink
2 drinks
3-5 drinks
6 -RAinks
9 - 11 drihks
Mndri n 11 drinkore taB i so
15. Eaw umay day, im tbe pat metI (Qo da)$) have you had khol to drink!
____ (Et rmniher f da's)
16. In The laj J12_mmnfh, hew many times bave you been very igh or drunk on alcohol'
I've never been drunk
_U I've net been drunk i the last Al wopt
Il Oue lnme
C 2-3 times
C dd Stim
l 7-10 times
f mroie than l10 imes
17. Waen youn ued luchp l d crin the pwnt moth, khw ofte did ym use it id enaA of the followiig sihiatioir? (Mar one ba for each of the
fgllowin sitpistio"-.)
Nor A fkw Sime of Most of Evey
Matn lubS de liIme thre ime time
When you were alone'
With just 1 or 2 othen
At a party
Whan your dite wa prBLat
When pjple avet age 30 were prslt
uDring the datime (before 4 p.m.)
At your home
At chool
In a car
At church or tmaple
During family hoiday or cdebratiou
o3
[] 0El aEl
3 a
El 0DC 3
Never
U3 M
lS. In te lat muoth (30 dayu)hw mwny ti
did y¢, drive aflt drikidg aknhl or
19. l the los month (30 days) how many dnes
were yn with someone who was driving after
drinking alcohol or aism drugs?
20. In the last mouth 30 days) how many dmes
did you refuse t ride with someone who was
driving after driikng alcoehl or using drus?
21. On how mauy ocasis have you used
nmrii uan (pot) cr hahish m your whe life?
Li
0
D
n
El
U
a
0
0
C
0
C
U
D
a
D
0
El
D
U
0
C
C
D
0
More
t 2 3-4 hlan
None time timei tuies 4 imes
C E El O E
3 0 0 C C
1 2 34 Morethan
None ime times ines 4 times
O O C 30
More
2-4 5-10 t11-20 -40 tao 0
[SNe One teian fimQ t t i m S
O C D 0 3 3 f 0
If yv awrnd NON1, SKIP to Qutio 26.
22. On how many occasions have you used marijuna
(pot) or hashih in tme past month (30 days)? 0 E 7 0 C3 3
23. Wb yu  mou e rijuna or Fhashii ob.w many join r (q  iemalte) do you urlly b hve? (If uy sUl with othes, coult only the
Imount y inomledl
i don't we mnrijuana or hashish
only a few puffs
more than a few pnffs but less than 1 joint
I joidt
2 joints
3 or 4 joints
5 or more joints
2d. fow nminy days in the impat m tIt (30 days) have yoe used mejunan or hashish?
(Enter number of days)
a.
b.
c.
,.
g.
I.
1.
h.
i.
J.
I.
n
Li
[]
2S. Wei you used aiijaana during be pat ooaia, how often did you we i in each of the hfooing situations? nark one box of each of the
followag dntuaions.)
Not A few Sme of Most of Every
ata l tiumes t tie ue ie time time
When you were alone?
Wi't just 1 or 2 others
At a paty
When your date was prseu
When people over age 30 were preusep
rini the dytime (hbor 4 Ik.)
At yor hime
At school
In a rar
3 I
3 O
O
C Z
C 2c
0
0
0
C
n
l
Li
D
D
C
C
C
U
C
C
0
0
-I
3
None
M, Hlnn may tifien have you tied umokeless
lolcco in you whle life?
Monr
2-4 -10 11-20 21-40 man 40
Once timne rimes times dumes ti
n . ] ] Li Li L
If you anlered NONE, SKIP to Quetion 28.
Noue
More
24 5-10 11-0 21o than 40
Onwe tioa times 0ie i teime-
27. How many tumes have you used slamoIle
tbucco iv the pus month (30 AYS}? n n n n F [] n
2S. Hatlae you ever used any of the fllowing form of cocane? [Check all that apply)
1 I have never used cocaine
C cocaine powder
o "cruck" or "rok"
o "frecolse" Or "bte"
0 eoca pWat
If you aswed h'EVER, SKIP TO QUESTION 31.
None
More
2 3-5 6-10 11-20 than 20
Once times hmes times taes times
29. On how many occasion haTe you used cocrne
in your whole ife? D D 1 n n fn n
If yeou nMweed NONE, SKIP to Quesfio 31.
30. On bow many occasions hae you sed cocaine
in the pst mnonth 30 days)? l O3 C 0 0
31. Were you ever in troube at home bcause of your use of:
No VYe
a.
b.
c.
d.
Tobacco
Alcohol
Maij ..ana..
Cocaine
0 0
o0
o O
o n
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
b.
i.
32. Werc y era t ouable at school beause of your se nf:
No Yes
a.
b.
d.
Tobacco
ALcDhal
CoehiE
n
OEl
n
El
[l
El
33. Were you ever in tnrole with the oolice because of you se o:
a.
b.
C.
d.
Tebacco
Atohboi
CiouaPa
Cocaine
0
a
El
D
0
[]
El
34. Haveyou ever recived any Idud of professiomal couelilg, trateat or tterapy beause oryouruse of:
In Ye
A.
b.
C.
d.
Tob~a
Alcohol
Cocaine
AMeHda
e ~m
a
[El
a
D
35. Have you ever been adilted to n emnrga cy room or receiad mecdial help because o your use of:
No Yes
a.
b.
d.
Toba.co
CieoltwlCMdirie
0 0
36. How many times in the List muat have you beeu offered:
2 3-4 57 S-10 More thn
Never Once tfime tim times time 10 tlO ne
Siolkeles Tobarco
Alohrol
arijruna
Cocine
Any other dnrus
rn
B
B
[E
0
2
a
El
C
[]
[]
D]
3
3
I
21
El
E
a
0
U
D
D
Li
a
0
C
0 EL
37. in te lst mouot (30 days). . ow many ties did yoan re f to 1e awY
Wen:'t 2
OffTcd Neverl One time
of the fui when you hlw thl e lire to u thn ?
3-4 5-7 8-10 More ta
time times tmes 10 times
Cialretles
Snnokiess Tobaccn
Alrohol
Marijuna
Cocaine
Any other drugs
a.
b.
d.
P.
f.
a.
h.
c.
d.
fc.
I.
B
[]
El
DE
l
D
C
0
El
U
C
C
C
B
2
2
D
a
a
L
C
EG
D
2
2
0
D
D
D
a
D
C
C
C
0
33. If your bet friead offered you the folowiug drugs, how hard would it be to refus the t ffer?
Ciafrtett
SmolIeless Tobacco
Alcohol
Cocanhe
Any vfier drJi%
39. Vthat 'ide wet ye 3ou in whml yon fimt
Under
Never t. rade IIh. 7h. Stb. 9th.
Tried dgarettes
Tried smokeles tobacco
Tried alcohol
Got Liglb/idnu on alcobol
Tried eaie
G
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
2
C
C
C
C
c
c
El
E
C
C
[]
[]
El
C
0
C
0
10. 11th. lth.
E
Cc
El
D
D
C
C
E
D
40. How mnay ofyour l cilosest friends do the follwnig at least odt a manth?
None 1 A 3 4 5
Smoke Cigarette
Use Smokeless Tobacco
Use Alcohol
Use Manruiua
Use Cocane
Use amy other drugs
Urive under ote iluence
of drs or alcnhol
C
EC
c
C
C
[I
3
U
C
0
0
0
[] C
c
[L
0
D
D
C
D
r 7 -c 7 C
41. Do you tthnk you migh try or use any of the folowizg snbscances in the nest n 2.o.ty
Cigarettes
SmOleeS Tobaceo
Alcohgl
WMi4iu.n
Any other drugs
Definitely
D
1
[
D]
[C1
[0El
Li
42. If yu wanted to used each of the folowing dregs, how easy would it be for yu to get wme withi the aet 24 hour?
Very hard
Cigarettes
Smkele4 Tbohrto
Alcobol
Coyitne
Any other dnrugs
3El
7
7
7
El
El
B
I
Hard Easv Ver Eas
E
r
E
E
*4. How important is it for you to get good grades
C ~ ey impnnondt
D hnponrdlt
C. a little imapoanl
C nmtnt at n important
a.
b.
C.
d.
C.
f.
V" hhrd
E
L
D
D
C
Hard
n0
[]
[]
Ea
C
n
[]
[]
VWv EW
D
CC
G
n.
b.
c.
d.
e.
a.
b.
C.
d.
C.
g.
a.
C.
d.
f.
I don't
KnW
a
El
G.
Probably
Nol
[]
L[
Defintely
not
EO[]
[]
[]
a.
b.
d.
f.
I.
C
CEl
E.
0L
0El
El
[]
[]
44. What grade do you usully ge in school?
L
in
E
F-
L-
mostly A's
A's and B's
mnoslay B's
's and C1s
modtly C'
C's and D's
mosdy D's
D's and F's
mostly F's
45. Hnw many choWls did you go to ine st f 1cde?
o 12
a 3-4
5-6
E
ElD
7-8
9-10
moru han 10
46. How ur wcb scrhOUi do ye. plln to tomplte?
CD 1 pan to dilnp ot bflort high school graduation
D hbih school geaduae
t lechnical or vocational schol
n some college
L college graduate
i graduate trinina (masters degree)
D protessional degree (dutU-ate)
47. lmow mwey of yPn fi e losest friiods do y. think will entr a college or university?
3 rnM
l thiee
n four
4B. During bte past 12 iwlthai t ave you wvrLked 4 , paid job during the ichoal year?
D nc, not at all
3 y, part tinie
n yes, full-time
n ye, part-time dnring the school year and full-time during mmers.
If yon have not worked at a paud Job, SKIP to Queston 53.
49. IHow many nm a week du you cuntly wqL t a jl fA rih you nre paid?
(Enter nnmhl of hous}
50. Haw do your parents or guarians fred about you working?
they insist tlt I work
I they lie me to work but dou't wIst
3 ethey don' like me to work but auow it
LI they %iu not alow me to work at a full or par-lime job duing tle scbool yer
dou't t uow how tbey feel about it
51. Htow impor~tut are each uf thee reObS for you to .wrol?
Very
[mnnrtrnt
Somewhat
mnortant
Not Very
Imnrtaut
Not at al
lmportumt
a. To help my faily pay
rpenses (rent, food, medical]) 0 []
b. To pay for my needs
(mctertacime t, cEthe, asl) n D 1 L
c. To save mouey to buy a c 0f [E [E
d. To save mouey for collefge E El CD
e. Other (sfeify)________ D
52. During an averagp wedi, how much money do you receire from wordng?
__doals (Lae home)
53. Duwiop a I.4'e weel, how muoh money do you receive from other ource other than a paid job (allowance, etc.)?
dollars
54. iuow many holm a wrki do au do volnoteetr work (chlch, nariag, hbosptal)?
hour
55. What do you plan to do for Lte net four years (chek all that apply)
n
E:
Fiish Itzg schoot
Attend -year college
Attend 4-year college
Work part time
Work full time
Attend vocatiOn/tlwmi, l stool
Itavy rea ef.e
Mlitad y full-tnle
doie or the above
56. What kId of job would you lie to have a ,n adsult? (Writ in)
What do you tbWi the thnC-es ar,....
Good Fair Pnr Dn'lt know
S. oryf n  ever gein i that Idnd ofjob!
58. of getting a job as an adult tat really pays wve?
L 0 0
C0 n[
59. of getting ahead and bteng sweisfi in youJr futtir job? El El El
60. Listed below are groups r difereat feeliUg aud ideas& prom each grop, which SENTENCE deibes you best for the peat two teka?
a. 3 I du most thing okay
3 I du many things oay
1 I de veyhinlg wrOng
h. 3 think about bad thigs happernng to me once in awbhe
I worry that bad things wil happn to me
- I am sure that terrible things ill tappen to me
c. 3 hkate insel
3 I deo ot like myself
3 T le Ia ySclf
d. C aJl bad tbui are my farld
U many bad things are my fault
C bad things aer usly not my fault
e. C am tired once iw a while
E I am tired many time
C I a tired al the tLe
f. I T do nt fredt a[ae
G I feel f]ne iafy ti es
C I fMtl ftilom all tihe ie
g. C Nobody really oves me
G I am mot sure if anybody lves me
C am suar tbat somebody loves me
61. Ple e nSrwe the f£llo.wid quetio about yoa fteEigs in the LAST MONTH.
a. how often have you been npset became of something
that happened tuipecldty?
b. bow often have you felt unable to cuatrol the importiat
tings yvour life?
. hIbow o f r have you felt diewou ad s Wised?
d. bow ofte have you been aeired beCa"e of thibsi thbt
bapeped that wer out of yO¶r COntil?
. bhow ofrte have you fel afraid wuen you were by yourself
Nmer Rarelh Sn.m me Ofi
C C 3 C
[] ] n D
n nn]L [11
D M E El
M 7n 1n n
n n n n
l62. How wll do each of these steatam describe you?
a. 1 don't want to ait sneral years before can lve
the life that uits me
b. 1 lie people to think I'm older than I really am
c. It is worth getting ito trouble to hare fim
d. 1 like to tale risks
e. I eqjoy douiz binpg people say sboulld-t be dene
Very Pidy
wel wll
Not Not
Sofmiewhat reily t allan
1 CE C l [l
[l C E l l
U C L Li
O C C C C
0o C C n
nn n n n nT. I soo qoick tempem
63. Ar there a restrictions on moldng within your hame? <Check ALL that apply.)
D no one iC allowed to saoke iside th house
C snmolnlg; i (irguraged hut if smeone wants to they may
oD smuold is ulu td in diy Crtaid r tms of the house
o Only aduti nl alowed to smoke in the house
oD aiyoue ho wans to is allowed to smoke n the house
O dod't lnmow
64. Are there any restrictions on aohol wse vithin your home? (Chlch ALL that apply.)
O an one is llowed toa ue akoDhl hiside te hoese
U alcohol use is dmscouraged but if sormeoue wants to they muy
D alcohol use i allowed in only cerai oroomw of the house
o only adut ar e alowed to use tlohol in the holse
o anyone wiho vaAs to is allowed to use alcohol in the bose
] don't Imow
o5. Are therie ay rstritidns oi dng ise its in your home? (Cbeck ALL that apply.)
U no one is nllowed to use drugs inside the house
O dni use is disouraged hut if someone wants to they may
[ dreg use is allowed in only certain rooms of the house
fO qoly .nd are allowed to use drugs in the hose
O anyone who wants to is allowed to use drugs in the house
O don't mnow
66. iHow upset would ach of these people be if you smked cagrcttes?
N't at fl A lttle Snimewhat Vr much Have no sibling
:a. Paren/gurdians O D 3 3
b. BrozhersIs1ter U 3 3
c. Cluse friends 3 2 C D
d. Teachers E3 03 D
67. How ulset wauld Iech of these people be if you used uiohol?
Not at tll A little Somewhat Very much HTe,.nosblin
a. Pureatgardisra 0 C E 3
b. lkrotlhemri OD C C 3 U
m. aClse friends 3 L U
d. Teachers 1 3 3:
6i38 uow upSet neuld each of these people he if you used other drugs?
N ip.L. A Little Snmewhat Very much Have no siblinu
a. irenlsuguardians D 3 3 7
h. Brinhers/aisers U a 3
c. Close friends O E
d. Teachers S 0 ° °
69. Eas anyone you know persinally, such a family member friend, bem hurt by thdeir us of:
Ya Nb
. Tobacco F C]
b. Atcohgl LO L
c. M ariLjp.iA ] U
d. Cocaine (or crack) b C
e. Other drugss OD
70. Of the two rdolt whol are the most important in your life, how many do you think se each of the follwwwg drp?
None Qs Bnth
Tenacco b b b
o Alcohol b b 7
. Marijuana D 7 7
d. Cocaine {or crark) CD
e. Smokeless toharco
f. Other dnirs ^ O
71. Of the twno adlts who are the most important i your life, has either ever gotten into truable lfor drikiA alcohol or nuang dnirs'
El
[].
no
one
both
?2, fHow much do the two adults you Imow best iflluece what you do during the wee4
CI
E
L
U
a great dral
prety much
a ittle
not at all
73. if you were to eOmptO yoar fnMi s and friends, ho bas more influence on what you dIo
El
[
my parents do
my friends and parents infuece me the same amount
my friends do
74. My parents have a great deal of sy u- who my friends are. Describes me:
O
3
7
uot at all
nl Lfealy
$doiiwhtt
fairly well
Vty 'vell
75. WVhich it mAor important to you, haring good friends or being dose with your parents? (Weboe on e)
G haring good friends
0 bein close with my parents
76. FHw oid nar ss of your good frieds?
IJ ulder ibn me
same age ns me
L younger thm me
77. In the psI year, mow many time did yeu srip gemg to schoul for reLum OOtWe thT nids7
None 2 imes 3-4 times i5-6 t-lQim Mi r  thal 10 ihfr
3 D O r n [
73. Id the last four weeb, bow may partis ave ymo been to with rietn?
U none
D one
2 or3
4 r5S
C 5 Ot mhac
79, Fbo ef ih statement, check the anser that you thn; best dscwribes yQr FAMILY.
No aof Some of Most or All of
the time fh j the tm the time
a. My family manbers reaily belp ad oppOrt Ai mfldlhel r U Li
b. My fafily e membr t k'ep thbri fedings to themslvea s 0 0
We rght a loti our family C C U D
d. There is a feclg of' tog-ets in qor Mff ly 0D 0
e. We tel each other about ow pebiodal ahlenns D 0
f. My miny membes cridtickLe h o0ther' 0 D
g. eeSom ne uanly gets upret irfyu etmpIain in our family C D 0
h. My fauily wenle memntis t each other C C E
L My fnily mn te arogly enconrage each other to
sti'd up f"r their rights a r ]
j. We really get alng well with acut other D L C a
k. There arv open diwFUtns ii our famaly D0 D 3
1. When I reay get mad, I say nasty thiF to my Family C D l U
m. [ like o please my parents C 3 C C
h. I Eike to do what my parents wnt me to do 3 3 C
80, Fao each satamnt, check dm amwer that yet tWnk best descrbe ycar three bst fineade
Nuie of
the time
a. We rally help aad support oue wuthber [
b. We L.p Ouee fed~g to ourslves
m. We fiht a lot
d. Ther i a teding of togebn>S amnwg
e. We teI eCh other atbor i r persornl problems
r, We fictice nrh other
0
n M
Li U
G C
G C
e,. Sltauoe muamly gets npst if o ofe u complains
h. We snmedtes hit eoch otber
i. We strc'ty encouraet each other to stand up for teir right
j. We really et alng well with each otet
', Thee at Opi dis-tsions armup us
When I really get mad, I say nsty thigs to uet
G G
G G
D n
ij Li1
CD
7 n
1] L
. I like to please my iftda
L I Lte tu do what my friens want mn to da
S1. Below is a Ri of evnits that fenitmes bappen to people your age. indicate if the evnt happened to you i the ast 12 MONTHS,
Yes No
moved w new home
chaged to new schoal
chwaged to ewl ob
Parcta d;userd wr Q p wated
paeats a.ay room hoe more often
new step-parmt
failed a dcla
Inst a cdse friend
icrease n mumber of arguments with paresu
major flness or injury to yourse
brmke up with boyfriendgirlrieud
ran away from/leftlomo
gained or last a lot of weight
quit schol
quitjob
HZ. C.mpelitive sport are sports lke bfsehall, swinmiEg,
(ier (tflo ASm doss.)
0
baskeflell track, etc. low many times did yeo play a sport like this in e lst 7 days
none
1
2 er 3
6 6r 7
Some of
the ftme
G
MoIt of
FIh g
Al of
the time
a
Do
D E
a G
D [a[]
G M
a DEl
D D
DoLQ aC3
a.
b.
C.
d.
L
1.
h.
j.
k.
I.
U.
a.
R.
S3. low manpy time$ i die lasC 7 dys did you participate m an afteecbuol atiity l(thr thnf spfrs), snuh as s tu t gonumeut, bad, scouts,
etc
3]
none
IL
2 or3
4or5
dor7
84. *vw pffen dn you aautd church, temple r other place of worship?
L
[]
never
hardly ever
otme abt
often (abeut Fe a wewc
BS. EHw miany days a week do ynou esualy watch TV?
days
S6. How immany hours a day do you usuly watcW TV wbe yu d watch i t
honrs
S7. lo your p.arentP ty tio ace ny r iction on the propams you watch or how miib tL im ylm Spagd w'nichmg TV!
C
Often
Ohnever
cever
bS. Hfow ma-y day.s week do you ually listen to music on radio, records and/or taps?
____ ___days
89. About how many hours a day do you usnaly listen to muic?
q_____6 days
90. P)o you have ay chores or respiaosilitiie to do at homel
9 yes
91. Now often do your pamrnts make you get chres dime before you are Slowed to do ti' you rey eibaY?
alwayu
rpwt of t*e tie
some of fth time
iever
3
E
r-
592. Do you have to.......
Every day -3 ties
or almon e~ve dsv week
Once La tan
a weru oecf a weelc Neer
a. mae your owvw bed
b. cean your own room
c. do dishes
d. cook fr yuurself
e. ear for sibblag
r. do light house dennnp
(dIust tr. : t; p)
do heavy hI.Oe d ei.ig
(tacuum, sruh floors)
h. do laadiry
i. take ot the garbage
j. do yard work
k. feed ad care for pets
U
D
D
D
D
Li
D
0
D
D
0
o 3
[1
0
D]
93. Tlow would yon dtrhe , yvan maotber r the
Ered with you or no)
El
L
D
[
D
C
0
0
0
0
C
0
[
O
0
El El[
L
D
0
0
Li
o
o
0
wiomnu ho ha s been most nvoleed i ra;isia you dur;ng tbe past fieyears (whetber thb speSon
Not fair
Not loving
includes mi in dernons
Discouring
Wants to know where I go
Resrictive
Not interested in pe
O
O
C
C
C
C
O
O
C
0
Fair
Loving
Makes al decisions
Efucourgiug
Doen't care where I go
Cives me freedom
intead ie me
4. How would you descnbe your father or the mwn who ias been most involved in roising you duing threpat fie yers (whether this persn
lived with yu or not)
Not fair
Not lovmg
ITnl-wes ne in deieoai
Wans to know where I go
Restricrive
Not interested in me
0
D
[]
El
0
El
M
D
]
D
Fair
Lotvg
Maklc all dIeieidnk
Encouraging
Doesn't care where I go
Gies me freedom
Interestd in me
95. How many hours a week are you in each of these Jituatios?
a. Bome aluue
b. Home *wilt siblins
Careuts away)
r. Bmrne with yn imteei
sibEgs yen tabe
care of
d. Home wit frinwds
over (pareits away)
e. Hlome thk parenlt
f, At A frie'dd's home
Ut At a nAiity etedt e
h. Soializing with friends
other thia at your home
or heirs
0 1-5 6-10
hours hoursm l
o O C
o o C
11-1i
hors
0
le-20
bourm
over 20
hmnr
D1
M El El D [El
D 3 D D O
[E
El[]D
a
El
El
D
E
El
[]
M
E
D
L]
E
El
El
Li
D
HiEl
a.
h.
C.
d.
k.
g.9.
a.
b.
C,
d.
P.
f.
g.
